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18.9.41 Extract from report on German Intelligence Activities in France, forwarded by 

S.I.S. (M.I.6) mentioning Rauh. 

 
30.4.44 Extract from Oran B.S.T. Report forwarded by S.I.S. re Hans Scharf, and 

referring to Rauh. 
KV 2/409-1, page 5 

 
22.7.45 Incoming Telegram from USFET Main (Frankfurt am Main?) forwarding 

information re the arrest of Rauh. 

 
30.7.45 Note for the file by W.R.C.I/c with reference to a telephone conversation with 

R.S.S. (RSS = Radio Security Service; the superb functioning British wireless 
interception services) re Rauh. 

KV 2/409-1, page 7 
 

19.9.63 Noted in R.9. to bring forward in 3 years time for? destruction. V.C./R.5. 
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28.11.45 Minute from B.1.H to B.1.B (M.I.5) attaching CI-IIR (AOB, Central 

Intelligence section IIR?) dated 22.10.45 on Rauh, J.G. (Johann Gottlieb) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

↓ 
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Please compare this page with the foregoing minute 33a. (AOB, quite curious, that still in 
2001, the content of minute 33a had been considered too delicate to be made public) 
 
 
AOB: Please be aware, that the successions are actually running in a reversed order. So that 
the last copies actually being related to the start of this document series. 
 

 

 

 

↓ 
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       PF 600697 
W.R.H. (War Room section H) 
1)   Returned herewith is PF (Personal file) for Obstlt. Rauh. Please refer to report at serial 
(Minute) 29a* and note registry action indicated. Could this work be given a 1 Priority? 
 

2)   Also returned are 1 copy of the report for P/a on SF 52-4-28(5) (now KV 3/117) for 
(RSHA formerly Amt VI) Mil Amt E; 1 copy for SF 75/Germany/10N (no longer existing) 
for 506 Nachr. Regt; and 2 spare copies, 1 for cut-up. 
 
3)Many thanks. 
 
      Lt. J.W. Shay. 
 
W.R.C.1./A 
16.11.45. 
 

KV 2/409-1, page 6 

 
14.11.45 U.S.F.E.T.*    CI IIR No. 26 dated 22. Oct.45, re Rauh. 
* United States Forces European Theatre  

 

 

↓ 
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     PF 600697 

Captain Blake (DD/WR (War Room)) 
 
1)   There is being distributed to you through W.R.B. on copy of Interrogation report of 
Obstlt. Rauh of Ii (Head W/T communications) (Alst) Paris and later 2nd Battalion 506 
Nachrichtenregiment.  
 
2)   We should be glad to have your comments on this report, especially on the material at 
pages 12 et seq. 
 
       Lt. J.W. Shay 
 
W.R.C.1./A 
16.4.45. 

 

 

 

↓ 
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1.  References. 
PIR No. 41, USFET NIS Centre, dtd. 3 Aug 45 
2.  Reason for Report. 
 Information contained in this report is believed to be of immediate interest. 
3.  Report 
a.  Introduction. 
 Obstlt. Johann Gottlieb Rauh was CO (Commanding Officer) 2nd Bn, 506 Nachr. Regt. 
He arrived at the centre 16 Jul 45. Rauh is an intelligent man, he has been cooperative, and his 
information can be considered reliable. 
b.   Life history 
(1) Early life 
1895  Born 7 Nov at München (Muenchen)  
1901 – 1905   Elementary school 
1905 – 1914   High School (Gymnasium and Abitur) Joined the 2nd Bavarian Signal Bn, Oct.  
1915            Transferred to radio unit of Bavarian Cavalry Division Lithuania, April 
1916            Reserve officer in radio unit on West front 
1917-1919     British PoW 
1920-1924     Studied philosophy and German language at München University in order to  
                      become a librarian 
1924-1930    Manager of Radio Club of Southern Germany. 1928 became member of the  

 institution for advancement of radio in Bavaria. Founded league for avoidance       
 of interferences in broadcasting, taken over by Bavarian Broadcasting Company  

1931           Married Frederika Reisch 
1932           Joined staff of Reichspost Direktion München, as a specialist for radio  
           interferences                  
 
 

↓ 
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    CI Intermediate interrogation Report CI IIR No. 26 
Prisoner:   Obstlt. Rauh, Johann Gottlieb 
 Obstlt. Rauh was Fulei (Funkleiter) France, Fulei I West, and Commanding Officer 2nd 
Battalion 506 Nachrichtenregiment.  He is an expert in W/T technical matters. 
KV 2/409-1, page 28 

 
 When in Oct 1936 Ast (Abwehrstelle) Wiesbaden took over part of the functions of 
Ast Kassel, Rauh was transferred to Wiesbaden where he headed the Ii department.  His chief 
duties were to erect a station capable of receiving messages from agents in the I-Net (purely 
concerned in military intelligence) and to instruct W/T operators.  The Eiserne Hand station 
(W/T station of Ast Wiesbaden) was completed in 1938, and two 4-week courses were given 
to its operational personnel.  The I-net, consisting of 12 stations, was in existence until the 
completion of the West Wall fortifications.  The Eiserne Hand, with a staff of 28 men, 
completed successful tests in 1939, but did not actually begin to operate until after the 
campaigns were launched against Belgium and France.  Rauh considers these early activities 
to have been of little military value.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 Rauh became Major (he formerly was thus a Hptm. or Captain) January 1940. In June 
1940 he was ordered to Paris, with some of the staff, to assume command of the Ii section 
which controlled all telephone, teletype (Fernschreiben / FS), and radio communications.   
(Lt. Schmidt was sent to the newly created Ast Bruxelles with part of the personnel of the 
Eiserne Hand (Wiesbaden)).  In Paris Rauh established communications between Alst Paris 
and the “Hoehre Nachrichtenführer Frankreich” as well as with the 
Nachrichtenkommandentur Paris. He also had to organise and supervise communications with 
the Ast, and between the Alst, and between the Ast and its Nests (Abwehrnebenstellen).  His 
staff consisted of 28 W/T operators, 16 telephone operators (women), and 8 teletypists. 
KV 2/409-1, page 29 

 
 Rauh was named (1942) “Funkleiter Frankreich“, charged with supervision of the 
entire Ii organisation for all Asts in France.  This was important work. Normal 
communications often failed because of air raids, so Rauh had to prepare operational plans, 
distribute codes and sets, and take care of W/T personnel from other Asts on temporary duty 
in Paris. On 1 Sept 42 Rauh was promoted Obstlt.  Early 1944, when all Asts became mobile 
in preparation for the invasion, he was given the task of furnishing W/T personnel and 
equipment to Abwehr Kommandos and Trupps (except for Leitstelle II) (Sabotage?) 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 In April 1944 the 2 Bn of Nachrichtenregiment ZbV (Zu besondere Verwendung) 
(later Nachr. Regt. 506) was organized from personnel of the three main stations.  Rauh 
became Commanding officer upon its activation.  When the three stations were enlarged and 
completed, Koeln (Köln) had approximately 60 men, Wiesbaden 50, and Sigmaringen 
(dealing mainly with French matters) (Southern Württemberg) approximately 90. 
KV 2/409-1, page 30 

 
 1 Dec 44 Rauh was transferred to the reserve officer list of Wkr (Wehrkreis) VII 
(München), but was not replaced until 5 February 45 by Hptm. Prodehl (for some time at 
Striegau). He was told that officers of the Regt (Nachrichtenregiment 506) were being 
replaced by younger men.  During the night of 2 Feb 45 his HQ and all documents were 
destroyed in an air attack.  Six days later he went to the Wehrersatz-Inspektion, Starnberg (nr. 
München). On 17 Feb 45 he was ordered to Wehrersatz Kommando Traunstein, but asked for 
a discharge because he of ill health. This was granted 30 April 45.  He remained at Traunstein 
until the end of June when he obtained permission to return to München/ He was arrested 
there 15 July (45) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Personal views of Ii matters 

Prisoner: Obstlt. Rauh, Johann Gottlieb 
a.   Obstlt. Rasehorn Ii Referent, Abwehr Abt. Berlin 
 Rauh states that dept. Ii suffered between 1934-1944 because of the eccentricities of 
Obstlt. Rasehorn.  He permitted no one else to express an opinion, and caused numerous 
disagreements among Ii referents of the Asts.  He had a thorough knowledge of high 
frequency (Hochfrequenztechnik), and did a fine job in the construction of stations in 
Stahnsdorf and Belzig, despite the fact that he neglected the Asts. 
 The supply of personnel on the Western front was inadequate because Higher-ups 
neglected to maintain a reserve pool of trained W/T replacements.  Rauh is not familiar with 
the Easten front, but believes that conditions there were more favorable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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b.   Technical Matters. 
 The persistence of Rasehorn (Ii Berlin) in maintaining rigid control over the 
production of radio equipment, and his refusal to accept advice on questions of quantity, 
caused a supply shortage when large projects such as Belzig (successor W/T station of 
Stahnsdorf), were undertaken.  The Eastern front had priority over the Western for obtaining 
the limited supply of W/T equipment available. 
 
 The quality of sets designed at Stahnsdorf and produced at Nischwitsch was good, 
but Rauh states that English W/T models were superior because of their lesser sensitivity and 
greater simplicity.  Germany’s shortage of crystals was acute.  British sets were equipped with 
six crystals of various frequencies, but the German had only three at first, and later two. There 
were no combination of sets capable of operating either on battery or central power supply.  
This type of dual power set was perfected too late to be utilized.  Batteries became 
progressively worse.  Dry cells could not be stored for any length of time, and failed quickly 
when used.  The substitute air-oxygen (Luft-Sauerstoff) batteries possessed a very short 
service span, and were not dependable. (AOB, this reflects the 1944+ era, maybe starting in 
late 1943) 

 
 Stahnsdorf and Belzig were always furnished with the newest and best equipment.  
Sigmaringen (Southern Württemberg a bit north of Lake Konstanz = Bodensee) was fairly 
well equipped, also. Ast stations had only the barest essentials issued and were advised to be 
as self-sufficient as possible.  Western radio stations were finally improved in the Summer of 
1944 in order that they might be able to handle the increased W/T activity. 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 

https://www.cdvandt.org/Staritz-Bilder-ad-Bereich-des-Geheimen-Funkmeldedienstes-modi.pdf
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I would like to advise you - to notice the content yourself 

 
 



KV 2/409-1, page 33 

 
 The Ii department of Alst Paris established, maintained, and controlled all means of 
communications of Alst. It shared long distance telephone and teletype lines with Hoehere 
Nachrichtenführer Frankreich, and metropolitan lines with Nachrichten Kommandeur Paris.  
At first radio communications were carried on by a single small station located in the Hotel 
Lutetia.  It handled Alst business, and maintained connections with the few W/T operators 
being employed at the time. 1942 a second station, served only for contact with agents, was 
set up in Neully (Paris). 40 - 250 watt transmitters were used. Personnel rose from 12 to 28 
during 1942. 
 
 In 1942, the Ii department took over the supervision of wireless activities of all other 
Asts in France.  From that time on the Asts received their equipment, replacement parts, 
codes, and personnel from Paris.  Paris, in turn, drew equipment directly from Abw. Abt. Ii, 
and only rarely was equipment obtained locally. 

 
 Department Ii was responsible for the training of W/T personnel. Selections were 
made by I H, I Luft, I M (Marine), I T/Lw, I Wi, and III F (counter-espionage) which 
submitted information to Ii containing to cover name, age, nationality, and previous W/T 
training of the agent, and pertinent data on the station scheduled to receive messages from the 
trainee.  This information was accompanied by the statement that department Ii was free from 
any administrative responsibility in regard to the trainee so that it could concentrate all its 
efforts upon technical training.  The method of selecting personnel for W/T training by 
department Ii was uniform in all the Asts. 
 

↓ 
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Major Poretschkin, Commanding Officer 506 Nachrichtenregiment. 
 Maj. Poretschkin was brought to Abw. I (military espionage) from the Signal Corps 
early 1943. He had been selected as successor to Obstlt Rasehorn.  Rauh first met him at a 
W/T conference in Wien, July-August 1943.  Their second meeting occurred at Paris in 
October 1943.  Only routine business was discussed.  They met again at a conference, in Paris 
January 1944.   The Fernando Po operation was discussed.  Rauh saw Poretschkin for the last 
time at a Li meeting in Stahnsdorf at the end of July 1944.   Rauh heard that Poretschkin, 
together with HQ of 506 Nachrichtenregiment, was in Obing (Chiemsee) in April 1945. His 
wife lived in Prague. 

 
Hptm. Prodehl, Rauh’s Successor. 
 Prodehl’s first assignment in the Abwehr was a Leiter of Funkstelle Striegau (AOB, 
Funkstelle isn’t a correct expression. Striegau was the training site for future W/T agent 
operators; such as was Rudolf Staritz’s brother Karl), Ast Breslau, Wehrkreis VIII.  At the 
beginning of the campaign in the West, he passed through Wiesbaden on his way to 
Luxemburg to take charge of the radio station there.  After a short time he became Ii of Ast 
Bordeaux, and later in 1940 was transferred to Hamburg where he was in charge of radio 
station Wohldorf (Ast-X, Hamburg) until 1942.  His next assignment was Ii of Ast Dijon, to 
which was added later Ii Lyon.  

 
Hptm. Soujon, Commanding Officer, 506 Nachrichtenregiment. 
 Rauh met Soujon for the first time when the latter passed through Paris en route to 
Bordeaux to become Leiter of Ii.  Soujon set up the radio station at Libourne (AOB, east of 
Bordeaux, station connected to Ast-X Hamburg, erected for communications where Wohldorf 
failed). Rauh thinks that Soujon first was active on the Eastern front. He knows nothing of 
Soujon’s activities there, nor when the latter joined the Abw. Upon dissolution of the Asts in 
France, Soujon became Leiter of the Belzig station, and upon activities of the 506 Nachr.Regt, 



Commanding Officer of 9. Kompanie. Rauh last saw him at a W/T conference in Stahnsdorf 
at the end of July 1944.  
KV-2-409-1, page 37 

 
Please digest this scheme yourself 

KV 2/409-1, page 44 

 
a.   Stahnsdorf. 
 Funkstelle Stahnsdorf was completed in 1938. At first the station was planned only to 
receive messages, two-way communications being considered unnecessary.  There were 
approximately 15 receiving sets and only three-four 300 watt transmitters. A laboratory was 
erected at the same time for the development and production of equipment.  Stahnsdorf was 
not able to cope with the constantly increasing W/T activity resulting from the expansion of 
the Fronts, therefore Ii found it necessary to erect a station at Belzig. 
b.   Belzig. 
 Construction of the station at Belzig was begun in 1940 and completed in 1941.  The 
most modern equipment was used. The station had numerous receiving sets, and at least 
fifteen 1500 watt transmitters.  Rauh was in Belzig only once, in the summer of 1942, and 
therefore can furnish no detailed description. 
 

↓ 
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a.   Network Control. 
 Originally each station in the Abwehr W/T system was identified by its own assigned 
call sign.  Agents were given 3-5 call signs which they could use alternatively.  They were not 
obliged to change frequency with the change of call sign.  Up to 8 frequencies were used by 
each agent was determined by the number of crystals with which his set was supplied.  The 
German monitoring system soon recognized that the messages sent through this system were 
too easily intercepted.  Therefore, in 1940, each station was ordered to change daily the call 
sign for each frequency which it was permitted to use, both for contact with agents and for 
inter-service communications.  However, the monitoring soon discovered that by listening at 
the same time each day to the same frequency, the same station could be identified despite the 
change of all call signs.  

 
 Each station of a network was given by the network control station a monthly table of 
call signs for each station it was to contact. For example, Belzig (Berlin), under the code 
name Burg (later also Schloss, Palais), distributed tables to its net stations Konrad (Köln, 
Cologne), Wilja (Wiesbaden), Sonja (Stuttgart), etc.  Three tables were issued every three 
months.  Each table contained the call letters to be used for each frequency for each day of the 
month.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 



 
Please digest the table content first 
 
 If Burg (Belzig) ordered Wilja (Wiesbaden) to use frequency IV on the 30 of the 
month, the call letters would then be “TCF”. If the frequency on a certain day proved weak or 
otherwise unclear, the receiving station told the transmitting station “Q” signals to employ 
different frequency. 
 
 A great deal of paper work was necessary to set up call signs tables. 
This caused difficulties for control stations such as Paris (Codename Paul Parkstadt; however 
Paul was the cover-name for Abwehr Leiter in Paris Rudolph) which were insufficient staffed 
to organize tables for the number of net stations (Funkmeldköpfe) under their control.   
Therefore Rauh introduced, at the end of 1942 or the beginning of 1943, a new simpler 
system developed and tested by Fulei (Funkleitung / Funkleiter) (Hotzel) Süd-Ost (Wien / 
Wera). It was called the “Erta” (Erkennungszeichentafel). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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The following is a summary of Rauh’s German Intelligent activities: 
 
Nov 1934 – Oct 1936  Chief Ii, Ast Kassel, promoted Hptm. Mar 1935 
Oct  1936 – Jun 1940  Chief Ii, Ast Wiesbaden; promoted Major Jan 1940 
 
Jun 1940 – March 1944 Chief Ii, Alst, since 1942 also W/T Transmittal Chief 

(Funkleiter) Frankreich; promoted Obstlt. Sep 1942 
Mar 1944 – Dec 1944 W/T Transmittal Chief West with Ast Wiesbaden, in charge of 

radio stations in Köln, Wiesbaden and Sigmaringen (Southern 
Württemberg). At same time charged with activation of 2nd Abt, 
506th Nachrichtenregiment, which later he commanded. 

Dec 1944 Transferred to an officers’ pool in Wehrkreis VII, München, but 
remained as commanding officer of 2nd Abteilung 506th 
Nachrichtenregiment until Jan 1945.  After short service with 
Wehrersatzinspektion München discharged from army. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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Hamburg.  Towards end of month (end Nov 1943) concerned in detecting suspect amateur  
radio station at St. Etienne. 
 5)   December 1943 almost certainly attended meeting at Baden-Baden of officials 
from Western Asts under direction of Canaris. 
 6)   January 1944 met Poretschkin. Middle of month attended conference in Berlin for 
discussion of personnel problems. Was interested at this time in the W/T equipping of an 
operation object of which was landing of an agent run by I M Spain on the Island of Fernando 
Po. 
 7)   End of January present at General conference in Paris on signals matters attended 
by Schlottmann (Ast-X, Hamburg) and Auerbach (Stationsleiter Vorwerk (transmitter site of 
Domäne)) of Hamburg, Hptm. Freiser of Paris, Oblt. Metter I L West, Obstlt. Rasehorn 
(formerly Ii Berlin until early 1944), Major Poretschkin and Lt. Oesterle.  Discussion was 
probably concerning general reorganisation of Western area. 
C. February 1944 became Funkleiter West. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
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 1) February 1944 probably went to Berlin for further discussion on organisation. 
 2) March 1944 concerned with setting up III network in France. 
 3) By April 1944 was at Wiesbaden.  At the end of month went to Stuttgart for 
discussion with signals officer there. 
 4) May 1944 returned to Wiesbaden.  Probably met Obst. Hansen and Hotzel, 
Funkleiter (Süd-Ost) Vienna (Wien/Wera).  Later returned to Stuttgart at request of Obst. 
Rudolph (Leiter Alst Paris) to discuss subordination of the MK (Meldekopf?) (K.d.M.?) 
 5) August 1944 had discussion with (Hptm.) Prodehl and Herrlitz. Was apparently 
interested at this time in obtaining names of Czech W/T operators. 
D. January 1945 was succeeded as Funkleiter West by Hptm. Prodehl. 
 
 
 
 
AOB: Quite sad to conclude herewith this historical document on Obstlt. Johann Gottlieb 
Rauh 
Quite curious: seemingly Prodehl had not, as so many of his colleagues, making promotion; 
after Prodehl reached the rank of Hptm.; maybe even before the war started.  
 

 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
 



 
On the left-hand side Hptm. Prodehl 

 
Both men on the right-hand side were: 

On the left Sandstede (the tall one) 
On the right Eppler 

Both men were engaged in the Operation Salam 
and 

Kondor 
(Condor) 

In North Africa and Egypt and Cairo 
https://www.cdvandt.org/salaam-conder_operation-1942.htm  

 

https://www.cdvandt.org/salaam-conder_operation-1942.htm

